
 

Graco FinishPro HVLP
Sprayer 9.5 ProComp
17R081
Brand:Graco
Code: C6161

$4,795.00 +GST $5,514.25 incl. GST

Description

Graco FinishPro HVLP Sprayer 9.5 ProComp 17R081  

The FinishPro HVLP 9.5 ProComp Series sprayer provides unmatched long-life with SmartStart, double the fluid capacity
and an integrated compressor for the ultimate in power and performance to spray thicker materials on medium to large
fine finish jobs.

Superior Productivity & Durability. Graco ProComp Series sprayers include unique features that deliver higher production
and more control with an expanded range of coatings to maximize efficiencies and produce a superior spray finish on
every job, every time.

Integrated Compressor
Pressurize remote cup up to 25 psi
Allows spraying of thicker materials
Quick connect hose connections

2-Quart Remote Cup
Fewer refills
Increase productivity and ease-of-use without cup mounted on the gun
Fine-tune pressure with pressure regulator and gauge
Includes belt hook and convenient shoulder strap

TurboForce Technology
Exclusive, proprietary turbine design builds more pressure through each stage, resulting in more
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performance at the gun
More air flow and air pressure means higher production with less thinning of material
Generates less heat and provides longer turbine life

SmartStart Turbine
Automatically shuts off when not in use— if you're not spraying, it's not running
Reduces jobsite noise, resulting in less fatigue
Automatic shut-off reduces heat and extends turbine life

TurboControl System with LED Display
Adjust the TurboForce turbine speed to match the performance you require
Reduces heat build up
Runs quieter
Extends turbine system life
50% longer hoses

Industry Leading Dual Filtration System
Automotive-grade filter has high performance filtration
Outperforms foam and traditional paper filters used on most HVLP systems

EDGE II Plus Gun
Ultimate control with independent user controls for material volume, air flow, and spray fan size
4X more productivity
FlexLiner Bag System

1-Quart FlexLiner Cup
FlexLiner Paint Bag System replaces traditional material cups
Includes conversion kit use gun-mounted 1-quart FlexLiner cup
Spray at any angle with no adjustment – even upside down!

Super-Flex Air Hose
15% lighter weight than other leading brands for more control at the gun
30 ft length included
No tools needed to connect

Stainless Steel “Tough Box” Design
Rugged, all steel enclosure protects the turbine on the job and during transport
Utility toolbox for separate tool and needle and nozzle storage
On-Board Gun and Cup Holder stores gun when not in use
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